WINFORD FLOOR LAMP

THIS PRODUCT INCLUDES:

A. - Winford lamp stem
B. - Legs (X3)
C. - Finial
D. - Winford shade
E. - Allen wrench
F. - Set screw (X3) - assembled
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Begin by connecting the three legs to the Winford lamp stem. Each leg has a set screw pre threaded into the screw hole. Align this set screw with the corresponding screw holes on the three leg attachment posts on the underside of the Winford lamp stem. It may be easier to place all three legs prior to tightening the set screws. Use the provided Allen wrench to fully tighten each set screw.
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Place the Winford shade over the top of the lamp harp and use the finial to fasten the two components together.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:

After initial setup of the lamp the power cord may maintain some of the kinks it acquired during shipping. Over time the cord will hang straight, as intended.